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”Linz is more beautiful than Salzburg“. This was the title of an article I wrote in 1979 for a 

publication called ”linz aktiv“. Its subtitle was ”New urban architecture in Linz since 

1945“. At the time this was both heart-felt and barbed with polemical intention. It was 

meant to refer to the distinctive architectural history of a European city of medium 

significance, a city moreover that could not blindly rely on a totalitarian baroque super 

ego that goes such a long way with city tourists but offered instead original architectural 

examples from every epoch of its urban history. The position occupied by Linz – this is 

my considered opinion now as it was then – is broader, more comprehensive, more 

detached and less marked by hysteria than is the case with Salzburg. 

 

Linz has architectural examples from all periods and they are all more than adequate. 

What the city lacks are the kinds of highlights hyped by the marketing strategists of 

today’s city tourism. There are no ”alien“ edifices built by contemporary international star 

architects in Linz, whose appeal to new short-term visitors has in any case little, if any, 

lasting effect. 

 

This is more than compensated for by the tradition of Austrian 20th-century architecture 

that is admirably represented by exemplary buildings. To begin with there is the energetic 

and self-assured urban planning of the interwar years: Kurt Kühne’s council estate 

Scharlinz (1919-1929) is a fine example as is also Urfahr Crematorium by Julius Schulte 

(1925-1929). The School Sisters’ women students’ dorms and their preschool designed 

by Hans Steineder (1927-1929), one of Peter Behrens’ students, and above all the 

tobacco factory by Peter Behrens and Alexander Popp (1929-1935) belong with the most 

important examples of modern architecture also from an international point of view. 

During the era of National Socialism Linz received a tremendous boost. The Hermann 

Göring Werke, the bridgehead, the council housing developments – all of these have left 

their imprint on the city. The attitudes they express and their history continue to provide 

ample material for historical study. 

 

The post-war era too is awaiting reassessment. Arthur Perotti, whose Bulgariplatz and 

New University are unrivalled documents of the spirit of the times, was one of its most 

formative forces. Comparable in quality among today’s buildings are Heikki Siren’s 

Brucknerhaus, the church of St Teresa by Rudolf Schwarz and the Lentos Museum of 

Contemporary Art by architects Weber&Hofer. If all goes well, Terry Pawson’s new music 

theatre could well become a deserving and self-confident member of this architectural 

family. 

 

Linz is more beautiful than Salzburg also because it is more receptive. Today Linz 

represents in its architecture the golden mean as it were of European normalcy. It would  
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be wonderful if those who wield political power were to become aware, in a spirit of self-

confidence and pride, of this invaluable substance and if the creative forces did not set 

their sights on the impossible and on what is unthinkable in these parts, but would take 

up the challenge involved in a circumspect improvement of what is already there 

according to the standards of the best architectural practice that are so copiously 

documented in Linz. That would be something truly sensational, something spectacularly 

new in the architectural history of Europe. Perhaps we might even link this to the 

sentimental historic appeal: In Linz beginnt’s. Or in other words, if Linz takes the lead, the 

rest will soon follow. This could not come at a better time. 

 

Dietmar Steiner lives in Vienna and is the head of the Architekturzentrum Wien. 


